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Comments on Follow-Up Comments to Adjustable Block Program Block 1 Lottery 
comments@illinoisabp.com 
 
First and foremost, thank you to the Illinois Power Agency for allowing the opportunity to 
provide follow up comments on this process. 
 
Ruyle Mechanical Services, Inc. does not agree with this lottery process proposed.  The purpose 
of the Future Energy Jobs Act is create and promote the clean energy jobs industry in Illinois.  
As a Solar PV installer in Central Illinois, we cannot understand how this lottery process and the 
likelihood that multiple Blocks are going to be allocated can help create and stabilize a clean 
energy job market in Illinois.  There seems to be an intent to award a inordinately large sum of 
projects with a 12 month to 18 month build time that is above the ability of our established 
Illinois industry to build.  The likelihood that owners of the winning projects will import a labor 
force into the state under a quickly established ICC DG Certified Installer listing is high.   
 
Secondly, this lottery process will prevail in creating a boom then bust industry.  This in no way 
supports the establishment of clean energy jobs and businesses in the state for long term.  This 
will impact the ability of small, locally owned business’ ability to survive this initial ABP 
process.  It also removes all hope of the training pipeline students to achieve long term work in 
this industry which completely negates the partial intended purpose of the FEJA. 
 
The commentary made in the recent Green Tech Media article regarding this ABP process is 
surprisingly precise in its prediction of a process doomed to failure.  We see this unpredictability 
and potential stuffing of unbuildable projects as a serious flaw and significant problem in 
addition to the problem of releasing so many projects on a timeline that potentially cannot be 
absorbed by the number of qualified installers available in Illinois.  The ICC has over 200 
companies listed in its DG Certified Installer list; however, some of those companies are not 
installers and rather developers, some companies have lost their eligibility but are still listed on 
the site and included in the total count, and the remaining “real” eligible installers are mostly 
comprised of small businesses with fewer than 50 employees.  The point is that there is a 
significant potential for Illinois installers to be unable to supply the workforce needed in this 
short amount of time proposed by the IPA and supported by this lottery process. 
 
Beyond our general disagreement with the lottery process that is likely not reversible in any way 
for Community Solar Projects, we also very much disagree with the lottery process proposed for 
the Large DG category.  Ruyle Mechanical also disagrees with the potential for a 45 day window 
allowed to determine if Large DG projects go to lottery. 
 
Given the fact that the lottery process is likely not reversible in any way, we have the following 
recommendations: 
Regarding Community Solar, the IPA is already considering “weighting” the SREC applications 
by the project’s commitment to LMI and “small” subscribers.  We suggest more tiers in this 
“weight” process.  One, we suggest a tier that considers the project’s commitment to hire Illinois 
qualified installers to perform the project who were listed on the DG Certified list before the 
release of the Approved Vendor application, possibly November 1, 2018.  Second, we suggest  
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another tier for projects that are proposed by Illinois developers, meaning, to secure that Illinois 
gains from the benefit of FEJA, we suggest its vitally important that the IPA considers who is 
developing the project and where that company is located.  Therefore, the LLC or Corp should 
have a Illinois Business Certificate in Good Standing dated prior to the release of FEJA, 
December 2016.   
 
Another possible solution beyond this weighting process could be to simply provide one project 
per developer.  For instance, if Ruyle Mechanical has applied for 15 2 MW Community Solar 
projects and we win a lottery spot, then the remaining 14 projects are removed from the lottery 
and the next project is selected.  The next project awarded in the lottery then has all of its 
remaining projects removed.  And so on and so on.  This would allow for a wide diversity of 
opportunity amongst projects, businesses and locations.  The “switching” opportunity would 
allow the developer to figure out if it wants to build the winning project or switch it out for 
another.  There should be a provision to allow time for utility interconnection restudy. 
 
Regarding the Large DG category and its potential for a lottery process, Ruyle Mechanical 
suggests that projects that are already built and activated on the grid, the IPA provide those 
projects SRECs first before moving into a lottery process.  It is simply unfair if the projects that 
have already been built are included in an extended window and placed in a lottery.   
 
Again, thank you for providing the opportunity for comment. 
 
Kiersten Sheets 
Ruyle Mechanical Services, Inc. 
Peoria, IL  
(309) 272-1339 
ksheets@ruylecorp.com 


